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ABSTRACT
Performance verification ensures that an implementation of
a given architecture will deliver the expected performance.
The Productive, Easy-to-use, Reliable Computing System
has particularly high performance goals measured at the
progress of technology. Its Hub chip constitutes the main
network and I/O component, and therefore strongly affects
the system performance. Performance verification requires
the rapid detection of performance deficits in tests with reg-
ular request patterns as well as the analysis of sophisticated
problems in more complex test situations. In this paper, vi-
sualization methods and tools used in the performance ver-
ification of the PERCS Hub chip are presented. Not only
existing tools, such as spreadsheets, were integrated, but
also a new dedicated tool was developed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Modeling techniques; I.6.8
[Simulation and Modeling]: Type of Simulation—Dis-
crete event

1. INTRODUCTION
PERCS (Productive, Easy-to-use, Reliable Computing Sys-

tem) is a supercomputer system developed and produced
by IBM∗, partially supported by the Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency (DARPA). The funding contract sets
formal performance targets for a set of benchmark applica-
tions. The initial funding supported the architecture and
technology development, which in return projected the ex-
pected performance using among other things high-level sim-
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ulations. Therefore, during development of the two major
chips, the POWER7∗ processor and the Hub chip, several
detailed high-level simulation models acted as blueprints for
the implementation.

Even though most chip developments today contain some
degree of performance verification, the effort for this aspect
in PERCS was much higher than usual, because of the fund-
ing terms and newly introduced technology. On one hand,
the new technology makes the chips more expensive, which
should thus be accompanied with a corresponding perfor-
mance increase, on the other hand, the lack of experience
with newly introduced architecture aspects bears a greater
risk of incurring flaws that impact performance. Perfor-
mance verification should guarantee that all performance
targets are met, and, if not, it should provide insight why
performance is insufficient. The first task requires the def-
inition and maintenance of an appropriate set of test cases
and their performance characteristics, whereas the second
task involves the development of analysis methods for the
case at hand.

Performance analysis of processor cores and memory con-
trollers is a well-established discipline. Because the high-
level models of processors are typically cycle accurate - at
least for instruction issue and completion, the performance
verification is a cycle-by-cycle comparison. Such an ap-
proach is not possible for network components where entire
networks for extended simulation times have to be simu-
lated, representing a typical application run. Therefore, the
performance verification is the comparison of similar behav-
ior. To our knowledge this has not been done before. In
particular, we are not aware of visualization methods for
the comparison of network traffic behavior in two different
models.

An important method for the analysis of performance de-
ficiencies is the visualization of the details of a simulation
run. As varied as the performance problems are as wide the
visualization schemes need to be. Therefore, the develop-
ment of a new visualization scheme needs to be fast, but the
resulting graphs need to be intuitive and easy to correlate
with the simulation details. As gate level simulations as part
of the verification process are time consuming, the analysis
needs to be organized as a post-processing step. Otherwise,
a change in the visualization would require the repetition of
the simulation run.

This paper presents several of the visualization methods
that were used and we demonstrate how the resulting graph-
ics allow the identification of the cause of a performance
problem. This paper will not cover all performance test



Figure 1: Node of a PERCS system consisting of the
Hub chip and four processor chips

cases, only a few that required a visualization effort. In this
paper examples are chosen from simulations during devel-
opment, that show performance deficits. These deficits have
been identified and fixed in the final design, partially by the
help of the presented visualization methods. It should be
clear that the final chip does not exhibit these weaknesses.
However, only by selecting simulation runs that show prob-
lems, the value of the visualization methods can be demon-
strated. It should be noted that the visualization tools were
implemented as needed and their refinement was only done
as far as necessary as the time pressure and work load of the
project itself was high.

The paper is structured as follows: The simulated Hub
chip is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 covers the simu-
lation environment used for high-level reference simulations
and for verification runs of the implementation. Sections 4,
5, and 6 describe three visualization methods with increas-
ing effort.

2. THE PERCS HUB CHIP
The PERCS Hub chip [Arimilli et al.(2010)] is the main

component of the PERCS interconnection network that al-
lows up to 65536 POWER7 processor chips to be connected
(Figure 1). Each processor chip contains 8 processor cores.
Such a large-scale interconnect requires an efficient network
interface with user memory access. The PERCS Hub chip
contains two network interfaces called HFI (Host Fabric In-
terface). Furthermore it contains a low-latency, high-throughput
55-port switch (Integrated Switch Router, ISR), a Memory
Management Unit, and other units, that are not relevant
for this paper. The connection to the POWER7 is pro-
vided by the split-transaction, high-performance, hierarchi-
cally cache-coherent PowerBus.

The HFI participates in the PowerBus protocol in the
same way a processor does: to access memory (for read-
ing send data or writing receive data), it creates a snoop
request, awaits the snoop response, and handles data ac-
cordingly. This allows receive data to be injected into the
processor caches or a copy to be fetched from cache on a
read. The snoop response can also demand a retry of the
request if the target unit is overloaded or an address con-
flict for atomic operations is detected. Each HFI has 4 data

ramps to the switch and to the bus in both directions. Only
in this way can the high throughput be achieved without
increasing the data granularity and maintaining a realistic
clock frequency. On the send side, the origin of the message
determines the data ramp, on the receive side this is done
by the scheduler in the ISR.

3. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The logic aspect of chip development is done using VHDL

(Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description
Language), which is synthesized to a netlist, that in turn is
further processed for the final implementation. The VHDL
description of the chip is also used in simulation to verify
correct behavior. The VHDL source code is translated into
an intermediate format called a “model”, which is used by
the simulator MESA together with a model-specific software
module “Run Time Extension”. This rtx contains drivers
and monitors that can assign values to input signals of the
model and test the value of any signal in the model. It also
controls the execution of the simulation itself, for instance
with respect to clocks. The ideas behind this structure are
described in [Wile et al.(2005)]. The development of the rtx
for a chip project entails a considerable effort. Therefore,
performance verification uses the same code base, extending
it by additional stimuli generation and monitoring capabili-
ties. In this way the effort is reduced and functional errors
can be detected during performance test-case runs. The
monitors in the rtx are software components that observe a
particular interface and check whether it behaves correctly.
Furthermore, the monitors can print each transaction into a
common trace file (see Figure 2 for an example).

The line in Figure 2 corresponds to a command request of
a given address and type (cache inhibited partial write) from
the interface of a processor to the PowerBus. It belongs to
a write operation to the so-called “doorbell register” of the
HFI. This will in turn activate the HFI to read the data for a
network packet. If a test case is to analyze the send latency
for a packet, this event would represent the start time. How-
ever, to find the corresponding packet at the network side
of the HFI, the corresponding read data request has to be
found. This will use a different address and type, and the
connection between the two is found in a configuration sec-
tion of the trace file for each doorbell register. When the
read request has been found, the read transaction needs to
be followed to find the data transfer, which can then later
be matched with the send data. All these steps can turn
out to be complicated, for instance if the read address is
first translated or the send data rotated when the packet
start in memory is not aligned with a cache line boundary.
Some of these steps are already provided by the rtx code for
functional verification.

For simple performance test cases, input generation can
be done using the code for random input generation, which is
part of the rtx for functional verification. For more compli-
cated tests, e.g. driving a bus arbiter with a moving hotspot,
or permutations, either specific code or the use of stimuli in-
put files is necessary. In particular, to test the performance
of the ISR and an entire node, trace files from high-level
simulation models were used.

There are two high-level network models used for the
PERCS system performance prediction, one OMNET-based,
event-driven, which can scale to the entire PERCS network
size of 16K Hubchips [Denzel et al.(2008)] and a second,
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Figure 2: Example trace file line

queue-based. From both models, traces relating to relevant
benchmarks for selected nodes were extracted.

Main performance figures of interest are the latency and
the throughput of various units and their operations, for
instance, snoop transactions on the PowerBus and packet
receive in the HFI. Even though both terms are intuitive, a
precise definition is needed: for instance, many events such
as receiving a cache line at the bus interface, consume a few
clock cycles. What are the start and end times to determine
latency? There were two principles for the two figures: la-
tency should be additive when a transaction passes through
several units sequentially, and throughput should be consis-
tent when measured over consecutive time intervals. There-
fore, for both terms, the same point in time of the event,
such as the rising edge of the first data beat, is used. This
can increase the complexity of the trace-file analysis.

4. SPREADSHEETS
Spreadsheet programs, such as Microsoft Excel∗ software

or OpenOffice CALC offer the generation of diagrams in var-
ious styles and allow the import of data as text files. Using
a combination of an analysis script and a spreadsheet, quite
complex situations can be illustrated. Because of the sim-
plicity of the approach, it can be used even for confirmation
of correct behavior or to get an impression of the behavior
of a hardware unit before a test case is created.

As an example, consider a system with one type of trans-
action, where each transaction consists of two events, e.g.,
the submission of a data item into a bus and its recep-
tion at a target unit of the bus. A simple best-case test
with maximum-rate injection can be visualized by using two
columns in a spreadsheet, which contain the time of the
events: one for each event type. The content of the spread-
sheet can typically be generated very easily: The grep util-
ity can be used to extract the lines for a certain event type
from the simulation trace file. Tools such as Unix∗ cut will
extract the portion of each line corresponding to the simu-
lation cycle. Finally, the files with the cycles for both event
types can be combined using pr. An example of a command
trace generated this way is shown in Figure 3. Each line
corresponds to one bus transaction: the vertical axes repre-
sents simulation time, the horizontal axes corresponds to the
event, 1 for the start, and 2 for the end of a point-to-point
data transfer between one pair of bus units.

It can be seen that the transactions get slower over time.
This is a typical behavior when the system contains a certain
amount of buffers and a limited processing or transmit ca-
pacity: when the buffers get filled, backpressure sets in and
reduces the injection rate, and the latency becomes higher
due to buffering delays.

One pitfall with the spreadsheet approach is the handling
of empty entries. If transactions on several interfaces are
combined into one spreadsheet it can happen that one in-
terface is finished before the others, and the columns in
the spreadsheet get mixed in the wrong way. This can be
avoided by fixed-width columns, but requires more effort in
the preparation scripts.
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Figure 3: Using a spreadsheet to illustrate one trans-
action stream

5. DISTRIBUTION OF TAGS
One of the most complex situation is the analysis of the

Distributed Memory Access Benchmark [Aggarwal et al.(2009)].
This test case generates randomly distributed read-modify-
write operations for the memory at any processor in the
system. The operations (operation type, virtual memory
address, operand data word) are transported through the
network and issued by the Hub chip as a bus transaction
to the target memory controller. The target performance of
this benchmark is one of the most aggressive goals of the
PERCS system. The performance of this benchmark de-
pends on many components, such as the processor core that
generate the operations, the network interface for sending
and receiving the operations, the network to exchange them,
the MMU to translate the virtual addresses into physical
ones, the system bus to carry the target operations and the
memory controller. In particular the interaction between
them had to be covered. Therefore, simulations covering
many of these components were crucial to verify the imple-
mentation.

A model consisting of four processor chips (without pro-
cessor cores, but including the caches and the memory con-
troller), and one Hub chip was used. The operations are in-
jected into the model at the core-to-nest interface by write
transactions which are read from a text file. Most of the
write operations create the send packets in the caches, and
few operations write to control registers in the network inter-
face. The network interface in the model will read the send
data (found in the caches) and will send the packet out. A
part of the set of packets is returned in the switch directly
to one of the network interfaces. The remaining packets
will leave the model through the links and are captured by
the rtx code. This code will modify the destination address
of the packets and re-inject them into the same link after a
predefined delay. The packets received by the network inter-
face are turned into read-modify-write transactions on the



system bus, which are eventually processed by the memory
controller. The memory itself is emulated by driver code
which will check that the right operations and data were
used.

This simulation takes approximately 24 hours for 4000
processed operations. For this reason, each simulation run
needs to be analyzed in detail, deriving a maximum of in-
sight from it. The first simulation runs showed a low per-
formance at the memory controllers even though the maxi-
mum number of concurrent operations for each memory con-
troller had not been reached. This could be shown using
a spreadsheet based visualization of the arriving vs. com-
pleted operations at each memory controller. The cause was
easily identified: because the target address range for the
read-modify-write operations was chosen too small, two op-
erations frequently addressed the same cache line. As the
operations are considered atomic, the operations had to be
canceled and scheduled for retry.

Even after fixing this, the performance did not meet the
target, but this time the cause was not as easy to identify.
There are too many resources and arbitrations involved, and
after checking them individually, insight in the overall be-
havior was needed. To understand the problem, a complex
visualization was created. The following aspects needed to
be visible:

• Command requests, snoop responses, and data move-
ment with their timing,

• correspondence between them,

• addressed Memory controller, and

• use of request tags

One suspicion was that a “moving hot spot” at the mem-
ory controllers or the data links between was causing the
performance limitation, i.e., that one or few of the memory
controllers were overloaded for a short duration, although
in the long term all have the same load. By using different
colors based on the destination memory controller and com-
bining all events of one transaction into a geometric shape,
most of the requirements listed could be met. The time of
an event is represented by its horizontal position. However,
the use of the request tags is more difficult as the number of
available tags is quite high and it is difficult to identify the
exact point when the use of a tag ends. A numerical repre-
sentation of the tags is nearly meaningless and should not be
used directly in visualization. Therefore, for the vertical po-
sition, an allocation/deallocation scheme of rows was used,
resulting in a dense diagram. As rows are reused bottom-up,
the height of the diagram relates to the number of tags used
at any time. Hence, one aspect, i.e. , an underuse of tags,
or a tag leak would be immediately visible. Figure 4 shows
an excerpt of such a diagram. Even when generating the
diagram only for a short time interval from a trace run, it
would be far too large to include it in the paper. One trans-
action corresponds to a horizontal line starting with a right
arrow, and ending with an oval, which in most cases is not
visible because it is overlaid by a left arrow corresponding
to the positive snoop response. Each additional right arrow
corresponds to a retried request. The overlapping rules out
another set of potential causes for performance problems:
data movement. As data movement starts at the earliest
possible moment in nearly all cases, there is obviously no

Figure 4: Example illustration of tag usage over time

data back pressure. Unfortunately, another insight will not
be visible very well if the paper is printed in black and white:
there is no concentration of one color at any part of the di-
agram. This rules out the suspected moving hot spot. Still,
many transactions require several retries. It is also seen that
the HFI is able to issue commands, including retries, at a
high rate. Otherwise there would be longer lines without
retry arrows for a significant number of transactions, a fact
that can also be seen with a short glance. The visualiza-
tion was implemented using a perl script that generates a
Scalable Vector Graphics file. This can be viewed with the
SVG drawing program inkscape. SVG enables the use of
labels for graphical elements and this feature was used to
mark all events. By generating the labels on the base of
identifiers in the trace file, a feedback from the illustration
to the simulation details is provided.

6. TOOL FOR CROSSBAR SWITCH
The 55-port crossbar switch of the PERCS hub chip re-

quires a particularly large set of test cases, covering la-
tency and throughput of every input-output pair, the dif-
ferent routing modes, and the behavior for traces derived
from high-level simulations. In contrast to the previously
described aspects, the presentation of the results needs to
cover several simulation runs. Therefore, a spreadsheet or
script-based approach is impractical, and a C++-based tool
using the board library [Fourey(2007)] was developed. To
get an overview, a table in HTML format is created by the
tool. HTML allows the fields of the table to be highlighted
, which is used to mark runs with sufficient performance
in green; otherwise the fields are marked in yellow to red
depending on the degree of performance deficiency. This
coloring provides a quick impression of the situation with
over 3000 individual performance figures, i.e., whether the
failed targets were few individual spots, dominate or have
some regularity.

Furthermore, simulations driven were run by traces ex-
tracted from high-level models as mentioned before. Such a
stimuli trace contains a long list of flits (FLow control unITs,
128-byte data blocks transmitted over the links and buffered
in the switches), together with the time they enter and leave
the switch or the network interface. Furthermore, the time,
virtual channel [Duato et al.(2002)], and number of credits



returned are also recorded. When the VHDL-model is driven
with such a high-level trace, a flit is injected at its specified
port (network link or HFI) as soon as a credit is available
after its time stamp. For credit return, also a combination of
trace information and simulation run is used: it is clear that
a credit cannot be returned before the link round-trip time
after the sending of a flit. However, in a network congestion
situation, credits are returned much later.

The comparison of the simulation run with the VHDL-
model to the high-level trace it was driven from, is a chal-
lenge. There are cases where the scheduling decisions for the
next packets to be sent over a link differ. This means that
the latency through the unit will change for two flits, and
in turn influence the input-throughput for two links. Such
a subtle difference can impact a longer tail of flits. This
is an expected deviation of the high-level model from the
implementation. The question is in which cases do such dif-
ferences cause performance differences on the larger scale.
As a first approximation, one can use histograms or sor-
tograms of the positive and negative differences of the flit
sending times. One can further automate the test whether a
flit that leaves on a link later than in the stimuli trace could
not have been transmitted earlier, i.e., the test that the link
did always send a flit whenever a credit was available after
the arrival of the flit considered (plus some time for internal
processing). Such an approach would cover only a small set
of possible performance problems, at the cost of a signifi-
cant programming effort. Therefore, various visualization
methods were used instead to quickly identify problematic
sections (in time or set of ports) that could then be investi-
gated in more detail.

The first type of diagram uses the time in the high-level
trace on the x-axes and the time in the VHDL-level simu-
lation on the y-axes. Each flit is represented as a vector.
The starting point of the vector corresponds to the injection
of the flit into the switch and the end of the vector is de-
rived from the time when the flit leaves the switch, in both
the high-level simulation and in the simulation of the im-
plementation model. In the ideal case, where the timing of
the both models is identical, all vectors would be located on
the diagonal of the diagram. The starting point of the vec-
tors cannot lie under the diagonal, but the end points can,
indicating that the implementation works faster than the
high-level model assumed. If the implementation is system-
atically slower than the high-level model assumed, most of
the vectors would be located above the diagonal. If required,
also the credits could have been added, but this turned out
to be unnecessary. However, more information can be added
by using color, for instance to distinguish incoming or out-
going port, the routing type, or flit type. Only the header
flits require a routing table lookup, and because of the net-
work topology, not all header flits do. Figure 5 contains all
trace-driven traffic sent from the HFI into the ISR. As can
be seen, some interfaces are much slower than the trace file.
The problem was identified on this basis as an unfortunate
correlation between requests in the crossbar switch arbiter.

An overall picture with traffic from all ports from a differ-
ent simulation run is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that
the performance of the implementation starts to fall behind
that of the reference trace at a certain point in time. This
simulation uses the stimuli trace from a second high-level
model (CSim Queing-based model). For technical reasons,
no transfer time is used, only the arrival times and desti-

Figure 5: HFI ramp usage for send traffic

nation ports. Therefore, the vectors are all vertical. It can
be immediately seen at which point in the simulation the
design behavior deviates from the reference, so that more
detailed investigation can focus on this point.

Both figures represent 2.3 ms of simulated time in the real
system. The simulation run of the VHDL model requires
around 24 hours. There are of course methods to speed-up
the VHDL-simulations for performance analysis purposes,
e.g. removal of error checking and error correcting circuits.
However, the more productive approach is simulating more
short cases of critical behavior.

7. CONCLUSION
Many high-level simulation environments support visual-

ization. Low-level simulations typically provide only wave-
form viewing and otherwise use textual reporting. From
the experience reported here this is sufficient. The extrac-
tion of performance-related information from a textual trace
file and the generation of illustrations covering the interest-
ing aspects in post-processing can be done ad-hoc or by a
more elaborate approach as described in this paper. Note
that neither of the more detailed aspects, i.e., tag usage
or ramp distribution, was anticipated to become relevant
when the project started. It is our experience from the
PERCS Hub chip and other projects that performance as-
pects can be quite complex and difficult to predict. Even
a good high-level simulation cannot predict the impact of
small functional deviations in the implementation. Today’s
deep-submicron technologies present high challenges to the
implementation of a given architecture, including power,
wire-length, area, and reliability issues. A universal tool
that could cover the wide scope of aspects as demonstrated
by the examples would have to be quite sophisticated, and
it is questionable whether the productivity including learn-
ing to use such a tool would be higher than plain program-
ming. Currently, work on other networking chips including
high-level simulation is ongoing. We are discussing whether



Figure 6: Simulation driven by second high-level
model

performance verification during the planned implementation
of these chips should be carried out and whether some of
the presented visualization tools should be extended for the
task.
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